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PostgreSQL write/read
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Default write implementation: COPY

✗ one table (contains the 120 instruments)

✗ each row (entry) in table has 6 values: instr id, timestamp and 4 button values

✗ code executes:

➢ one COPY from in-memory file containing information from 120 instruments

➢ followed by one commit

✗ one connection to database left open
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Read/Write test

Write:

✗ continuously write to the database using the default implementation

Read:

✗ “on-line” read-out: fetch as fast as possible the last entry of each of the 120 

instruments →  5 instances running in parallel (on-line display)

✗ “off-line” read-out: fetch the last hour of data for all the 120 instruments → 2 

instance running in parallel (off-line display)

Question:

✗ will the read/write cruise steadily?

Everything (application and database) runs on cesr104
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Limit write rate to 100 Hz

Though higher rates are achievable, this already provides a factor 10 margin over 

our 10 Hz design goal
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Python read-out code update

When running this test with MongoDB → cesr104 started swapping memory after 

some time and MongoDB ended up crashing.

I realized that the Python read-out code was slowly but surely swallowing more 

and more memory, causing the memory swap.

I fixed this issue. The large arrays (to keep track of rate and counter over time) 

Python was storing in memory are now (ironically) written to text file. 
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Load and memory

Cesr104 held up without issue: load and memory usage look good.

44-hour run
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Database size

The database stored 165 GB of data:

For the expected ~2 billion entries (~17 million per instrument):

Which leads to the question: why 165 GB of data? I expected less:

8 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes 28 bytes * 2 billion entries = 56 GB
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Database size

Answer is two fold behind the scene:

✗ overhead from using indexing (57 GB)

✗ overhead for every row, partition etc… (53 G)

For two weeks of running at 10 Hz → 1.5 billion entries, so expect about 124 GB 

total size (PostgreSQL currently has 200 GB available on cesr104). When we add 

more data and meta-data, this number will go up.
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Write rate

The write rate held up as follow:

<rate> = 103.95,   std = 4.67,   min = 0.18,   max = 112.23   [Hz]

For a large majority, it held up well! All the data is accounted for (counter check).
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“on-line” read rate

5 “on-line” read-out held up the 100 Hz at 99.999997% : between 30-65 triggers 

per read-out instance skipped out of 2 billion → mostly individual triggers skipped 

(sometimes two consecutive triggers skipped).
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“on-line” read rate

The read rates kept up because of the actual query rates:

 <query rate> = 926.72, std = 43.10, min = 42.93, max = 1298.95

<query rate> = 934.71, std = 44.80, min = 44.17, max = 1299.35

<query rate> = 934.44, std = 45.79, min = 43.89, max = 1309.08

<query rate> = 918.28, std = 42.41, min = 47.86, max = 1311.95

<query rate> = 932.44, std = 44.08, min = 40.95, max = 1303.79

The same database entry is read-out about 9 times. The rate sometimes dropped 

below 100 Hz, explaining the skipped triggers.

Caveat: if there is processing of the data sequentially after the query, this will 

decrease the query rate. Right now, there is a minimal amount of processing, just 

enough to get one timestamp and one button value from one instrument. If query 

and processing are in non-blocking calls, the rate “should not” impacted.
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“off-line” read rate

To collect what corresponds to the last hour of data, at 10 Hz, for all the 120 

instruments in one batch (4.32 million rows) → steady 20 seconds (0.05 Hz).
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Outlook

PostgreSQL:

✗ performance seems more than enough if we design/deploy our applications 

keeping in mind all we learned

✗ going with that solution would make us (as of today) the only user of the CESR 

PostgreSQL database → optimal performance

✗ caveat: there are unspoken subtleties and room for improvement but also 

room for decreasing read rate adding processing to the queried data (except if 

going for non-blocking calls requiring hand-shacking) and etc… nothing is set in 

stone and performance will go up/and down with higher code integration.

✗ will run 2-week 10 Hz read/write test

MongoDB:

✗ will run the same 48-hour read/write test to compare performance



Additional materials
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